
Advent 1 - Curriculum Overview – Year 2

Subject Curriculum Overview

English Read, Write, Inc. Recapping all sounds learnt so far. Children will be grouped to
continue learning/securing sound knowledge and using this
knowledge to read and write about different fiction and non fiction
RWi texts.

Spelling Learning how to spell numbers to 20, topic words  and some
Common Exception Words used in Year 2

Grammar Recapping and securing writing in sentences and identifying the
different types of sentences. Knowing what a noun and verb are in
sentences.

Maths number, Place Value
and addition and
subtraction

Counting, identifying and making amounts within 100.
Securing knowledge of numbers within 20.
Different addition and subtraction strategies and applying
knowledge.

Multiplication Tables This term, the focus will be the 10, 2, 5 multiplication tables

RE Families
Baptism

Belonging
Signs and symbols

ART/DT Moving House To design, make and evaluate a Tudor house on fire.
HISTORY The Great Fire of

London
Timeline, evidence, what happened and significant individuals

IT Information
Technology around
us

What is information technology? Technology in our house, school,
local area, around the world. The benefits of information technology
and using being safe on line

Music How does music
help us to make
friends?

Listening, Singing, Playing Composing and Performing to a variety of
different music and answering the question; How does music help us
make friends?

PE Gymnastics-
Pathways

To master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing

and catching, as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination,

and begin to apply these in a range of activities.Health and well
being

PSHE Our Community Feelings, making someone welcome, solving problems.
Science Materials Naming materials, objects made from them and investigating the

properties of these materials.
SEAL Circle time RestorativePractise; Working together and sharing thoughts and

memories about ourselves, including; What is special about the
person sitting next to me, how someone being kind/unkind makes
me feel, What makes me angry, how I can cope with different
emotions, things I like and don’t like, overcoming being scared and
what I have achieved this year.


